In commemoration of the 70th Anniversary of the 1939 Classic Movie
THE WIZARD OF OZ

Over the Rainbow
for 3, 4, or 5 Octaves of Handbells with Optional Vocal Line/Sing-a-Long

Handbells used: 33 – 41 – 49

3 octaves omit notes in ( ); 4 octaves omit notes in [ ].

Music by HAROLD ARLEN
Lyrics by E.Y. HARBURG
Arranged by TAMMY WALDROP

Freely

Gently (d = ca. 84)
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*optional voice

Some - where O - ver The Rain - bow way up

high, there's a land that I heard of once in a lull - a - by.

Some - where O - ver the Rain - bow skies are

*See performance notes for sing-a-long suggestions.